Abstract -
I. INTRODUCTION
The different types of functional equations like Additive, Quadratic are introduced by Cauchy and D' Alembert. These functional equations and its stability were discussed vividly in many research papers in the middle years of 20th century. Later, Cubic, Quartic and mixed type functional equations were introduced and its stability and many other properties were investigated by many authors [12, 13, 14, 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32] .
The stability problem of functionalequations originated from a questionof Ulam [34] [30] . Since then, the stability problems of various functional equations have been extensively investigated by a number of authors [2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 -17, 20, 21 -31, 33] . In particular, one of the important functional equations studied is the following functional equation [1, 2, 4, 13, 18, 25, 27] The quadratic function is a solution of this functional equation, and so one usually is said to be the above functional equation to be quadratic.
In 1991, Z. Gajda [8] 
II. GENERAL SOLUTIONS
In this section we establish the general solutions of the functional equation (1.5) .Through this section, X and Y be the real vector spaces.
Lemma 2.1. If the function
satisfies the functional equation (1.5), for all then we have,
is a solution of (1.5) (iv) .
Proof. We deduce that, we obtain, . This proves (i).
To prove (2), put in (1.5) and using Lemma 2. 1 (i), we have, Which gives, this proves (ii).
Put in (1.5) and using Lemma 2. 1 (i), easily we arrive is a solution of (1.5). This proves (iii).
To prove (iv), put in (1.5) and using Lemma 2. 1 (i), we get, Which proves (iv). This completes the proof of the lemma. IV. CONCLUSION The authorsare confident that the article will inspire many authors to read this and developed the Quartic functional equations through this article and read more about the Quartic functional equations. It will also help to apply the Quadratic, Cubic, Quartic and many functional equations to solve many stability.
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